
Good afternoon, 

 The Westampton team of educators has been working hard on the September re-opening plan.  I 
wanted to thank you for your participation in our first parent survey.  We had over 95% of our families 
respond to the survey and the information was very helpful to the decision-making process. 

 I wanted to give you an update on the planning process.  Please keep in mind that we are in the 
middle of the process and things may be forced to change due to changes in the Governor’s orders, changes 
in direction from our Board of Health, or changes required by the NJ Department of Education. However, we 
thought it best to give you as much information, as early as possible. 

• I have set a deadline of August 7th for us to report to the community on the plan.  This conforms 
with the Governor’s order of reporting to communities 4 weeks prior to the start of school.  

• We continue to judge our decisions against these three priorities:  

1. The health and safety of our students, staff, and community. 
2. The academic and emotional well-being and growth of our students. 
3. The impact of the school schedule on the community. 

 
• The Governor announced on Monday that schools had to offer a fully remote learning option to any 

parent that wished to have it.  We were preparing to give our families that option, so we are glad 
that the Governor is allowing it.  We want to allow you to make that decision as late as possible, but 
also give us the needed planning time.  Any student that is opting out of in-person learning and 
choosing remote learning will impact class sizes, schedules, busing, teacher job assignments, etc.   I 
would ask you to consider this decision carefully and be prepared to commit to our in-person plan or 
a fully remote plan for your children by August 10th. 

• Some highlights of our parent survey: 

We understand that many school community members have health concerns or compromised 
immune systems. Assuming there is no vaccine available in the fall but buildings re-open following 
state safety and CDC protocols, will your child return to school if we are providing an in-person 
learning environment for, at least part of each week? 
 
YES, my child will return to school in September if CDC protocols are followed – 68.4% 
NO, my child will not be returning to in-person school in September – 31.6% 
 

If your child previously rode the bus to school and bus transportation is limited due to social 
distancing, how would your child get to school? 

My child is a walker – 19.5% 
I can arrange alternate transportation – 54.1% 
I have no way to get my child to school without busing – 26.5% 

  



Serving school lunch presents unique challenges for social distancing. If the Hybrid Learning model 
included an early dismissal schedule (like a half day schedule) with students bringing home 
bagged lunch, this would: 

Not cause additional childcare issues – 63.3% 
Cause additional childcare issues, but we could make other childcare arrangements – 17.8% 
Cause additional childcare issues that would be a hardship for my family – 18.9% 

 
The survey also provided us with excellent adult feedback on the aspects of virtual learning 

on which we should focus our efforts.   There was general consensus of the instructional benefit of 
live or “on-demand” recorded lessons and teacher “office hours” for students.  This information is 
very valuable as we plan for the remote portions of the hybrid plan as well as being prepared if we 
are ordered to go fully remote again.   

 
This information is critical for everyone to see.  As a school district, we do not have the 

facility space or resources to address every issue our families will have in a hybrid or remote 
schedule.  But the school community can accomplish much more than just the district.  We need to 
find ways to provide the best instruction we can, support families that have childcare challenges 
during the regular school day, provide safe transportation for all that need it, AND ensure that 
safety and health of our students and staff remain our highest priority. 

 
• We have held meetings with our school bus company to review cleaning protocols and creative 

busing solutions. 

• We are coordinating with Rancocas Valley Regional High School to ensure that older siblings are on 
similar schedules with their younger brothers and sisters.   

• We are organizing to have families attend school on the same days.  This will help with childcare and 
with transportation as family members can sit in the same bus seat.  

• We are securing needed safety materials such as 60%+ alcohol-based hand sanitizer, more sanitizing 
stations as well as a dispenser in every classroom, no-touch thermometers, a disinfectant fogging 
machine, extra masks, gloves, etc.   

• I have been in conversations with the Township, looking for additional daycare options for families. 

• The details of this plan are being driven by TEACHERS.  They make up the bulk of the committee 
members and are helping make decisions that give them the best chance to give your children a 
quality educational experience.  

• School based teams are meeting this week and next week.  The District team continues to meet. I 
anticipate that we will have more updates for you next week and have the full plan ready in early 
August.  Below is the summary that I previously sent out, with additions in bold at the end of the list. 
 

  



At this point, there are several things that appear to be certain in any opening plan: 
 

1. A hybrid schedule for most grades that includes some in-person instruction and some remote 
learning will be necessary to reduce the number of students in school each day.  

2. Masks will be mandatory for any person – staff, student, visitor – inside the building.  We will create 
some ways to have “mask breaks” for students and staff, but the general rule will be “everyone 
masked”.  If you read “The Road Back” document for the NJDOE, students without masks would 
require 113 square feet each (that is the area of a circle with a 6 foot radius).  That would allow 5 
students in a classroom with a teacher – something that makes returning to school impossible.  With 
masks on, we can reduce that to 64 square feet per student and get 9-10 students in most of our 
classrooms safely. 

3. Masks will be required on school buses.  Again, this is a numbers thing.  Without masks, students 
would be seated one student, every other row.  That is 11 students on a bus.   We normally have 40-
50 students on a bus.  With masks on, we can put one student per seat, sitting against the exterior 
of the bus to provide safe distance between students.  This would allow us to have 22 students per 
bus safely. 

4. A system of “home health check” will be in place so that every parent/guardian is taking the proper 
precautions to ensure their children have no symptoms prior to boarding a bus or arriving at school.    

5. Movement within the school will be limited, with one-way hallways wherever possible, designated 
separate entrance and exit points, limited use of lockers, etc.   

6. Student attendance and participation from home will not be assumed.  There will be greater 
responsibility placed on students to be fully participating in learning activities every day. 

7. Technology will be widely available.  Every student that is participating in remote learning will be 
issued a Chromebook and a carrying case.  This will eliminate any need for sharing of computers in 
multi-child families.  The district will assist any family that has challenges with internet connectivity.  

8. The hybrid schedule will likely be two days in-school and three days remote.  An “A” cohort would 
come to school Monday and Thursday and a “B” cohort would come to school on Tuesday and 
Friday.  This allows for greater teacher-student interaction as there is less time between live 
interactions than if we went on a M/T, Th/F schedule. 

9. Kindergarten will likely be split into AM and PM sessions.  This will allow Kindergarten students to 
be in school Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday and relieve them of having remote learning 
responsibilities.  

10. This schedule will allow us the flexibility to schedule families together including siblings in RVR 
High School.  We hope this greatly helps families that have older children that can supervise 
younger children on remote days. 

11. This schedule will likely have earlier dismissal times than a regular day.  For planning purposes, 
this time will likely NOT be before noon.  Doing this eliminates a very dangerous challenge of 
feeding students every day in school.  Feeding lunch each day in school would require movement 
of staff, increased risked of sharing items, and having people becoming a “connection” between 
classrooms.   It also will reduce the amount of time that a student is forced to stay in their seat 
with a mask on by only being in school for the hours needed for a full academic day.  It will also 
provide for regular teacher interaction opportunities with students every day in the afternoon.  



12. Special Area classes will likely be “cycle courses”, meaning that a student would only have one 
special area subject at any given time and they would rotate through the year.  This would relieve 
the stress of a student having too many courses to manage in a hybrid or remote schedule.  
 

This plan will continue to evolve as committees continue to meet and feedback is received from 
throughout the community.   

I know that this is an incredibly challenging and frustrating time.  From everyone that I have spoken 
to and all of the stories that I have heard, this community is doing remarkably well.  I am afraid that 
more challenging times are still ahead, but I am also confident that we will come out of this a 
stronger community; proud of what we accomplished together.   

Please stay safe and healthy. 

 

 


